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Present Claims 

1.      (Currently Amended) A handler for applying a vacuum holding force to an 

object, the handler comprising: 

a body for appl^ng a vacuum holding force having a plurality of levels of 

openings including a holding surface level and a suction surface level, wherein the 

diameter of the openmgs at the suction surface level are larger than the diameter of the 

openings at the holding sutfece level, and fiirther wherein the openings at the suction 

surface level are in fluid communication with at least a portion of the openings at the 

holding surface level; 

at least one intermediate level between the holding surface level and the suction 

snrj&ce level, wherein the diameter of the openings of the intermediate level are larger 

than the diameter of the openings at the holding surface level and smaller that the 

diameter of the openings at the suction surface level, whereby n levels ore provided 

including the gum of the total number of levels including the holding levels the surface 

level and the intcfmediote levels, 

wherein tibie openings at ifae holding surfaoo Icwol croato a poriodio pattern which 

is characterized by a firequency which is greater than the frequency of the periodic pattern 

of openings at the suction surface levels 

wherein each level has a characteristic thickness deiBning a length, such that the 

length of the openings on the holding surface level are smaller than the length of the 

openings at the intermediate leveL and the length of the openings on the intermediate 

ieyel are smaller than the length of the openings on the suction surface level-efAe 

openings tfaexBin   and a period p^ wherein are substantially equivalent to each other 
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and 

a vacuum source attached to said body at fbe suction sur&ce level. 

2-5, (Canceled) 

6.      (Previously Presented)        The handler as in claim 1, wherein at least a portion 

of the openiuags at the suction surface level that are in fluid conunuxucation with at least a 

portion of the openings at the intermediate level are in direct fluid conmnmication by 

alignraent of the openings, and at least a portion of the openings at the intermediate level 

tiiat are in fluid communication with at least a portion of the openings at the holding 

surfece level are in direct fluid communication by alignment of the openings, 

further comprising interconnecting openings for interconnecting opeiungs at the 

intermediate level and at the holding surface level that are not in direct fluid 

communication by alignment of the openings. 

7-      (Original)     The handler as in claim 1, further comprising at least one micro- 

mechanical valve in at least one of the opening* 

8. (Previously Presented)        The handler as in claim 1 wherein said body is 

formed of a material selected ficom the group consisting of metals, alloys, semiconductor 

materials, and ceramics. 

9. (Previously Presented)        The handler as m claim 1 wherein said body is 

formed of a semiconductor material selected firom the group consisting of silicon, III-V 

type semiconductors, IT-TV type semiconductors, U-VI type semiconductors, IV-VI type 

semiconductors, Ge, C, Si-oxide, and Si-nitcide, 

10-15. (Canceled) 
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16. (Currently Amettded) A handler for applying a vacuum holding force to an object 

conjprises: 

a handler body having a plurality of levels, each level characterized bv a 

thickness, and a vacuum source attached to said handler body, said liandler body for 

applying a vacuum holding force having a thickness, 

a holding surface at oae-a 6xst level having a plurality of holes for impartiDg 

vacuum force to an object, and 

a vacuum surface at another a third level having at least one hole for a vaciiunx 

source^ 

the holding surface holofl having diameters suitable for holding fragile objects 

xitilizing a vacuum holding force, wherein vacuum paths ore formed irom the plurality of 

holding surface holes to the at looat one vacuum smfaco holo^ the vacuum paths 

configured, poisitioned and dimeixsioncd to roducc resistance of gas flowing through the 

vacuum pgfe^ 

at least one intermediate second level b^een the holding surface firstlevel and 

the suction surface second level, wherein the diameter of the openinRs of the intermediate 

levelrsecond are larger than the diameter of the openings at the holding surfaee-firgU^^t 

and smaller that the diameter of the opemngs at the suction surface third.l^vel, whereby n 

Iwcla are pro\'ided including the sum of the total number of lovcla inoluding the holding 

level, the ourfaco level and the iutermediato levclo, 

the holding surface holes haviag diameters suitable for holding fragile objects 

utilizing a vacuum holding force, wherein vacuum paths are formed from the plurality of 

holding surface holes to the at least one vacuum surface hole, the vacuum paths 
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ooafi&ared positioned and dimensioned to reduce resistance of gas flowiag through the 

vacuum paths: 

wherein a first thickn^s associated with the first level defines a hole leapth of 

holes on the first leveL a second thickness associated vnih the second level defines a hole 

length of holes on the second level, and a third thickness associated with the third level 

defines a hole length of holes on the third level 

wherein the first thickness less than the second thickness, and the second 

thickness is less than the third thickness. 

wherein the openings at the holding surface level create a periodic pattern which 

i$ chacacteriged by a firequency which is greater than the frequency of the periodic pattern 

of openings at the suction gurface level, wherein each level tm a characteristic thickness 

defining a length of tho openings therein t», and a period p^, wherein are oubstantiolly 

equivalent to each other, 

17. (Original)     The handler as in claim 16, wherein the ratio of the handler body 

thickness to holding siucfece hole diameter is about 10^ to about 10^. 

18. (Original)     The handle as in claim 16, wherein the ratio of the handler body 

thickness to holding surface hole diameter is about 10^ to about 10^. 

19-     (Original)     The handler as in clainx 16, wherein the ratio of the handler body 

thickness to holding surface hole diameter is about 10^ to about 10^. 
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20. (Previously Prcsaited)        The handler as in cleim 7, jftijrther compnsitig a 

plurality of ixucro-valves attached to said holes at the suction suriace level, tibie plurality 

of micro-valves are hingedly attached to (he lK)le$. 

21. (Previously Presented)       The handler as in claim 16, fijrthcr comprising a 

plurality of micro-valves attached to said holes at the suction surface level, the plurality 

of micro-valves are hingedly attached to the holes. 
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